
Client is one of Fortune 500 Company. Client is a
multinational company having offices in 60 countries
which provides a wide range of hardware devices,
software solutions and different types of services to
customers and enterprises including consumers in the
government, health, and education sectors.

Partner Portal

Its Partner Portal where partners can request for
partnership, manage contracts, marketing programs,
team training, collaborate with other partners to
reach customers. 

About client : 
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BUSINESS
REQUIREMENTS : 

The existing portal should be migrated to the newer version 7.2
DXP. Industry:

Information & Technology

The look and feel should be updated. Headers, footers, carousels,
articles, eServices, Promotions pages, and Document library
should be redesigned.

Each site should have unique titles. This needs to be configurable. 

Users should be able to navigate to the different sites from the
header only. Also, the header should contain a search bar and
language selector.

The carousel should be fully customized. Users should be able to
set the ratio of content and image, alignment of content and image,
choose colors for font & backgrounds, select one or more logos,
choose the buttons and link the buttons to the inside liferay page
or external links.

Quick Facts :

Provided High-Quality User
Experience.
Better performance even
with the number of users
Increases Customer
Satisfaction.
Encourages Collaboration &
Improves Communication.

Benefits Delivered :
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KEY 
FEATURES : 

Users can log in and see the dashboard and the latest news.

Users can manage their profiles from the profile page. 

Users can see their sites and roles from the customized profile page itself.

The drag-drop feature was integrated to rearrange the components on the dashboard

page.

Users can set the default site for themselves, so when they log in, they will be

redirected to the particular site.

Partner portal users (PPU) can see the details of their partners and contracts.

Which includes the benefits in the form of articles and a list of documents.

Partner portal offers various eServices and promotion cards to PPU.

PPU can see and navigate to the page using shortcut links in the carousel.

We have worked with several of
their developers. They are
reliable, thorough, smart,
available, extremely good

communicators and very friendly!
We would recommend hiring

IGNEK to anyone looking for a
highly productive and solution

driven team. We plan to continue
to work with them for the long

term.
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Elastic search Python script

JQuery draggableItext pdf

Used to generate various
reports and agreements.

Used for faster content
retrieval
Implemented CCR as there
were multiple nodes of
Liferay and elastic search
Written analyzers in the
elastic search

Used to create an auto-
deployment script to

achieve deployment in
various servers.

Used to implement a drag-
drop feature in the
dashboard page

SOLUTION/
TECHNOLOGY USES:

2 3

65 4

Liferay : 
Created themes to redesign
elements of the partner portal.
Leverage the custom fields to
store custom data for the OOTB
entity.
Developed custom modules to
fulfill certain requirements.
Customized the Elastic search,
Liferay JSPs, Liferay services,
and actions.
Used Asset publisher module
and creates various templates.
Used categories and tagging
features.

1
JAX-RS web

services :
Implemented JAX RS based
REST API to return statistics
related to data so that other
systems can consume and

display them.
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Consulting Development Quality Assurance

Ignek Strength
Driving Digital Transformation



Address
C-1205, Ganesh Glory 11, Jagatpur Road,
Gota, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.

Telephone
(+91) 6351576580

Email
sales@ignek.com

Because, we're here to help

Contact Us

tel:+919328495160
tel:+919328495160
mailto:info@ignek.com

